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Anyone who has ever entertained guests or had a relative pop in to visit knows how important it is to have a 

good couch bed. The couch bed provides not only comfortable daytime seating for your family's 

enjoyment, but a convenient sleeping surface that can be used for every day as well as occasional use. Don't 

be stuck searching for a place for grandpa to sleep. With a sofa bed, there's always room for guests.  

 

The traditional sofa bed uses a special mattress that can be easily folded into the base of the couch. This 

mattress is usually a full-sized one and uses full-sized sheets. In the past, there were very few options when 

it came to the sofa bed. Few styles and colors were offered, and the sofa beds usually only came in one 

size. Now, there are many choices when it comes to the sofa couch bed.  

 

Futon Couch Bed 

 

Popular with students in dormitories, the futon sofa bed is a versatile and affordable option for students on 

a budget. These smaller futon beds fit in tighter spaces while still accommodating the full sized mattress. 

The futon can be used as a couch during the day and folded out for sleeping at night. Futon frames come in 

a variety of colors and styles to match the home's decor. They can be found in wrought iron, wood and 

steel, and the couch comes in a number of patterns, from plaid to plain, flowered and polka dot.  

 

The Click Clack Sofa 

 

This sofa bed is a new arrival in the world of hide a bed couches. This sofa comes in a number of fabrics, 

including leather and suede and matches well with contemporary decor. This couch bed combo has a 

number of adjustable settings, from a slight incline to fully flat. Lean the sofa back to enjoy the big game or 

fold it flat to take a much needed nap. The click clack sofa clicks into place at each interval, thus giving it 

its unique name.  

 

Accessories and Specialty Sofa Bed Furniture 

 

To complement your sofa bed, there are also sofa chairs that include an ottoman and fold out into a twin 

sized bed. This is great to accommodate guests traveling with children, and can be purchased in a set to 

match your living room's decor. Some of the more contemporary styles of sofa beds include armrests that 

have hidden compartments to store your linens, pillows and sheets. Some offer storage that is easily hidden 

from view under the couch. Others come with small wheels that allow the bed to be moved easily for your 

convenience.  

Purchase decorative slipcovers to change the look of your couch bed to match new or existing furniture.  

 

Finding the right sofa bed will give you hours of enjoyment, convenience and style. From metal framed 

futons to adjustable couches, wooden sofas and couch chairs, there is a sitting and sleeping solution for 

every style and budget. Don’t fear the overnight guest. With the right sofa bed, there's room for everyone.  

 


